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Introduction

Competitive concerns Competitive concerns 

Foreclosure

(Partial) input foreclosure: restore upstream market power

Sensitive information: deterring downstream innovation

Others

Merger waves: Hombert-Pouyet-Schutz (2007)

Coordination: Nocke-White (AER 2007) 
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Input foreclosure

Vertical integration and suppliersVertical integration and suppliers’’ opportunismopportunism

Idea: vertical integration restores supplier’s ability to exploit its 

market power (maintain high prices / restrict output)

Literature

Hart-Tirole (Brookings 1990), O’Brien-Shaffer (Rand 1992), 

McAfee-Schwartz (Rand 1994), Rey-Vergé (Rand 2005)

Rey-Tirole “Primer on foreclosure” (HIO 2007)
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Input foreclosure

Framework Framework 

TA

TT G M,N

constant marginal cost

Consumers 

1 unit of input 

for 1 unit of output
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Input foreclosure

No vertical integrationNo vertical integration

Consider the following decision framework

First, downstream firms order from TA (secret negotiations)

Second, they compete in downstream market

It is then optimal for each downstream competitor to order and 

for TA to supply an amount that “best responds” to what the 

other downstream firms plan to do

As a result, competitive (Cournot) outcome 

(as if each had a vertically integrated supplier comparable to TA)
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Input foreclosure

Robustness?Robustness?

The key issue here is a commitment problem for the supplier 

(in the same way that an IP owner might be tempted to sell additional 

licences at the expense of a first licensee)

Does not require any ability to “commit to foreclosure”

Does not rely on double marginalization problems (nonlinear tariffs, 

fixed output/price contracts, …) 

Same insight applies when downstream firms compete in “prices”

Same applies when downstream firms negotiate in sequence 
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Input foreclosure

Evidence?Evidence?

Hearings of the Canivet commission

Experimental approach: Martin-Normann-Snyder (Rand 2001)

Field studies (need more!)

Chipty (AER 2001): US cable industry 

integrated cable-TV operators exclude rival channels

Snyder (MIT thesis 1994): UK brewers – pubs 

stock price of Guinness

Snyder (Bur. Ind. Econ. 1995): US oil industry (impact on rivals)
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Input foreclosure

Vertical integrationVertical integration

Restores TA’s ability to commit not to flood the market (would 

“shoot itself in the foot”)

As a result, TA-TT has an incentive to favour TT

Complete foreclosure if rivals do not provide added value

Partial foreclosure otherwise

– cost/value advantage

– gains from variety
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Input foreclosure

Accounting for upstream competitionAccounting for upstream competition

As long as c’ > c, partial foreclosure

TA still supplies downstream competitors

But higher input prices reflecting alternative supply source

TA

TT G M,N

cost c’

Consumers 

NTcost c
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Sensitive information and downstream innovation

Line of argument Line of argument (joint work in progress with M.-A. Allain and C. Chambolle)

Development of downstream innovation requires (cooperation from and) 

communication of sensitive information to the upstream supplier

May e.g. require adjusting the way data is collected / coded

Easier / higher incentive for non-integrated supplier to commit itself / build a 

reputation not to communicate such information to downstream rivals

TT-TA merger makes TA de facto less attractive for competitors

Puts them “at the mercy” of NT (credible “raising rivals’ costs” strategy)

Discourages innovation efforts by downstream rivals
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Sensitive information and downstream innovation

Simple frameworkSimple framework

Two upstream firms (TA, NT) and two downstream firms (TT, C)

initially symmetric (symmetric constant unit costs at each level)

each downstream firm can invest in R&D: proba of success s costs k s2/2

Perfect price competition downstream with constant unit costs

Single sourcing

efficient two-part tariffs

implementing innovation requires communication of key info. to supplier

If no firm innovates or both do, zero profits; if one innovates, gains G
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Sensitive information and downstream innovation

First look: no vertical integrationFirst look: no vertical integration

No risk of information leakage and imitation

Upstream firms supply at cost

Standard R&D race downstream 

Both firms invest so as to innovate with probability 

s1 = s2 = 1/(1+r)

where r denotes the cost/benefit ratio r = k/G

Consumer surplus S = G/(1+r)2, total welfare W = G/(1+r)
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Sensitive information and downstream innovation

First look: vertical integrationFirst look: vertical integration

Risk of information leakage and imitation

Reduces “quality” of TA’s supply 

NT takes advantage of this, asks for (a share of) the efficiency gains

Lowers rival’s innovation effort

partially compensated by increase in TT’s R&D effort

but consumer surplus and total welfare is decreased

s
TT

s
C
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Sensitive information and downstream innovation

Second look: incentives (not) to leak informationSecond look: incentives (not) to leak information

Extension: reputation building

Adjust downstream profits so as to generate an incentive to imitate

Each supplier can “sell” to rivals the information provided by a customer

However, this exposes the supplier to some cost

There are “good types” and “bad types” of suppliers (prior beliefs p)

Bad types always choose to sell the information they obtain

Good types more trade off costs and benefits

Repeated situation (two periods)

Absent integration, there exists an equilibrium where “good types” never sell 
information

With vertical integration, integrated supplier has an additional motive for 
selling the information: sells it with at least some probability


